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“Under class” in social stratification system encompasses a wide range of people 

  
. 

 



 

A sociological critique of the women’s capitals in the 

on “varieties of capitals” theory by Pierre Bourdieu
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“varieties of capitals” theory by Pierre Bourdieu. Bourdieu believes that 
“economic capital theory” by Marx focusing on economy, reduces of exchanges to 

“varieties of capitals” through analyzing different types of economic, social, 

the “Story of Tahmineh”, although the mood seems to be monopolarized, a little 

family’s nobility belongs to superi

woman social fields. This social movement is not seen in women’s life except 

were classified into upper & lower hand. In this social womanly fields, they don’t 

ain. In this way, in the “Story of 
Tahmineh”, we see men’s seniority in reproduction, but woman’s inferiority in 
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A survey of gender stereotypes in Aleahmad’s short 
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In fact, Gender Stereotypes are fixed ideas about men’s and women’s traits and 

imaged as men’s desire or expectation. Literature tends to show women in a way 

e Ahmad’s stories that have been surveyed in the 

social and political roles. Also, recording unites are fiction’s characters and 

e Ahmad’s fictions. In Ale Ahmad’s 

and strong. In Ale Ahmad’s fictions, women have roles at home and family, but 

Ahmad’s fiction is a stereotypical and fixed image that 
e Ahmad’s fictions help to reproduce gender 

e Ahmad’s stories 

.

 
 

 



 

Sadeghi’s stories
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Carnival is a polyphonic word derived from Mikhail Bhaktin’s
logic. Since “the carnival” is emerged from the mass celebrities in the Middle Ages, 

leads to the discourse of mass and informal with that of the dominant. Bhaktin’s theory 

theory, specially “carnival” in most dark and repressive eras of history. For this 

Sadeghi’s stories compatible with Carnival speaking components and what were the 

existing in Sadeghi’s stories is consistent with many component of carnivalistic 



 

E’temad’s cinema
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E’temad’s
E’temad’s feminine cinema. In order to study this issue, the 

researchers have used a series of categories in women’s social studies on the femininity 

E’temad’s cinema constructs femininity as the entity bearing reconciliation in case of 

E’temad were investigated including: Nargess (1992), The Blue

E’temad’s femininity is asexual and also she hopes that a femininity which is 

E’temad’s films fro

erotic and aesthetic body. Sexual gaze has been replaced by camera’s viewpoint. 

ss, the rubbles fall on Nargess’s and 
Afagh’s naïve bodies. Sara’s, Forough’s, Nobar’s and Kaboutar’s bodies are notable 

E’temad’s female character of her femininity, 

social class which causes men’s dominion ov
E’temad’s films, in such a way that the female 

character’s identification and personification occur just in case she has a man as her 
E’temad’s films is t

circumstances caused by “the traditions”, and Bani E’temad depicts the restrictions 
caused by the traditions, well. Women’s world is a male one, and women have no 
choice other than seeing themselves from men’s perspecti
watching “other” is a strange being from the opposite sex, while for men, the watching 
“other” is a similar being with the same culture. Therefore, considering the importance 

E’temad’s films, love is defined as the basic factor for 

in a female world isolated from women’s real soci
Bani Etemad Rakhshan’s cinema, femininity, femininity aesthetic, 
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reveals that there is a significant relationship between the artists’ approaches to
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